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Excess soil management and recycling in the province of Québec is quite expensive because 
regulations and guidelines  can be very stringent and complex. Since the legal approach can be 
costly, and the enforcement level by Québec MOE (MELCC) has not been sufficient, illegal 
management options developed (a network of illegal sites). It reached a point where legal 
treatment centers and dedicated landfills were receiving much less excess/contaminated soils 
than before though the number of construction projects remained high. Also, the prices for legal 
soil disposal were driven down to a point where legal and environmental enterprises were 
financially at risk. This is in addition to environmental risks related to illegal practices.  
 
For years, illegal activities have been under the radar of the general public until a recent series 
of reports produced by Vincent Larouche, a journalist from La Presse. Then the general public 
became aware that the Sûreté du Québec, the provincial police, discovered during the 
Naphtalene project that most illegal practices were to send excess soil to dozens of farms 
(Larouche 2018). Unfortunately, litigation procedures by Québec police and MOE failed, 
apparently because the proof was insufficient for criminal prosecution. 
 
Then, Québec former MOE Minister decided to look at civil prosecutions, do more inspection 
and develop more traceability of excess soil management. This is good news, but these public 
programs may not be fast enough to protect farmers. Also, these programs do not help legal 
recycling such as beneficial uses on farms, degraded sites, landscapes or potting soil 
manufacturing.   
 
Englobe, a company involved in the treatment and recycling of excess soils in Québec and 
Ontario, asked Marc Hébert, a soil scientist, now retired from the Québec MOE, to do strategic 
communications to Québec farmers, agronomists and soil scientists. The objectives were to 
prevent illegal activities while developing good approaches for soil recycling on farmland. 
 
The strategic approach began with the Québec’s farmers union (UPA) environmental staff. Then, 
a journalist from UPA’s newspaper, the Terre de chez nous, quickly published a series of 2 
reports on the risks for farmers to naively receive excess soils from illegal activities. The news 
was also highlighted on the cover pages of two issues of La Terre de Chez Nous. 
 
Since this newspaper is sent to most farmers in Québec (and to some French speaking farmers 
in Ontario and New-Brunswick), we reached almost all farmers in the province. Moreover, the 
president of UPA asked farmers that have been impacted by these illegal practices to contact 
UPA office so the farmer’s union could take actions for their members.  
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On the positive side of the recycling of excess soil on Québec farmland, another paper was 
published in the Terre de chez nous under the technical column of the Ordre des agronomes du 
Québec (OAQ). This article informed farmers they could use good quality excess soil to help 
improve yields, but they need to have a certified agronomist in the project to make sure this is 
both legal, agronomic and environmental. 
 
We then worked on guidelines for certified agronomists involved in these projects. Briefly, the 
main recommendations are as follows: 

• Be a certified agronomist who knows the agronomic state of the art and be inspected by 
OAQ; 

• Work with an excess soil expert, certified by MOE, to make sure that complex MOE 
regulations are met; 

• Work with legal companies that treat soils and have traceability system and that can 
provide good quality soils (because they measure contaminants). 

 
This document will likely be published by the end of 2018 and the OAQ will provide certified 
agronomists with specific training in 2019. 
 
In the Fall of 2018, a private company confirmed they are now receiving more soils at their 
treatment centers. Another said that clients from the public/parapublic sectors were much more 
aware of doing business with enterprises that follow the environmental rules. This is quite a 
quick response that may be explained by the general media coverage and by the strategic 
communications to Québec farmers and agronomists.  
 
Government initiatives will also help reducing illegal activities. But to be effective, MOEs in 
Canada have to make sure that their criteria for recycling excess soils on farmland and 
elsewhere are both technically and economically feasible. Most of all, proper enforcement must 
be in place. With some modifications to criteria, much more clean excess soil could be safely 
and beneficially recycled and not landfilled. Then it would reduce the attractiveness of illegal 
activities and, indirectly, prevent agricultural topsoil extraction. This would be a more sustainable 
development approach. 
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